
 ASTRONOMY PROJECT RECORD 
 
 
Check all that apply to your project this year: 
 
____ Found a "Home Helper" to advise me, who?        
 
____ Learned information on the following astronomy topics:

____ asteroids 

____ astronomy events 

____astrophotography 

____ the Big Bang 

____ black holes 

____ comets 

____ constellations 

____ cosmology 

____ eclipses 

____ exoplanets 

____ galaxies 

____ Hubble 

____ meteors 

____ NASA 

____ nebulae 

____ planets 

____ quasars 

____ space missions 

____stargazing 

____ telescopes 

___ interviewed an expert in my community, who?       

 What was shared?           

            

            

             

____ showed others how-to-do some of the things I learned. 
 
____ borrowed ______ purchased equipment or resources.  List: below:            
 
                        What                     How used? 

  

  

  

  



EXHIBIT RECORD 
                                                                                                                                  Premium Earned                                                  
                           What      Where                        (if applicable) 

   

   

   

   

   

 
 
Draw and identify 2 constellations that you have found in the night sky and list when they are visible.  
(May include more on additional paper) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Add anything not included above that you did in your project this year:    

             

             

             

             

             

              

You may enhance your project record with a story, photos with captions and/or newspaper clippings. 
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